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How many of us could have foreseen,
ten years ago, when rationing was lirst
introduced, that live years after the
war we should still be concerned with
registrations ? Certainly not many of
us. and most probably had it not been
for the unfortunate state of tension
that exists in the world today a reregistration, if there had been one at all,
would most likely have been a mere
formality. As it happens we are now
going through a period of extreme
difficulty in many foods the extremely
low meat ration a tinplatc shortage
that severely limits our supplies of all
kinds of canned goods- and now •although we hope this may be rectified
by the time this number is published,
a comparative dearth of eggs in what
should be the flush period. Where are
the eggs ? As always there are many
factors that influence the situation ;
on this occasion the shortage exists
mainly as a result of non-shipment of
supplies from the Continent—for international reasons. English production is
not far off normal for the time of year
in spite of fowl pest and the fact that
many producers are culling their flocks
of laying hens earlier than usual to take
advantage of the very high prices
which the carcases are fetching in the
market at present. In short, re-registration comes upon us when the patience
of our customers, the public, is very
sorely tried in many ways, and tact,
forbearance and helpfulness will reap
its reward. None the less we look forward to the outcome of re-registration with every confidence and take this
opportunity of wishing all branches the
success which the firm's policy of fair
trading over the years will surely
bring.

On quite another subject, we were
very pleased to see recently an exmember of this firm, who had left us
some little while ago to set up business
on his own account. He was faring
quite well but he had made one veryserious omission in his calculations,
perhaps for understandable reasons,
when he started on his venture. During
his years of service with the firm, he
had been in the habit, once a week, of
sending up a small piece of paper to the
stores depot and of receiving in return
a fair-sized parcel of stores items
(just, no doubt, as many of us do)—
paper, string, tickets and so on, for
which he signed. When the day was
dull he switched on the lights, if cold,
the heaters, and the sound of the
cold store running was as music to his
ears. Before starting out on his own
he made certain calculations as to the
difference between buying prices and
selling prices, but had neglected the
paper, string and tickets, the lights,
heat and the sound of the cold store ;
and as it happened these " small "
items made all or very nearly all the
difference.
This and a gentle hint from Mr.
Alan prompted us to publish a few facts
and figures in the " Centre Spread,"
a glance at which will, no doubt,
surprise you. Did you realise how the
costs of these items have gone up in
the past year ? Now, of course, not
only is the cost of these items at a
fantastically high level, but also there
is the added factor that many of the
items are becoming daily more difficult
to get. We make no apology for publishing this reminder ; it is in the
National interest, as well as in the firm's.
to go easy on the Stores !

Meat
Distribution
and its Problems
An abridged version of a paper read by Mr. W. M. Pooley,
Director of Meat Distribution, to members of the Institute
of Meat on February 20th.

The present system of distributing
meat was designed for a period of
shortage—it does not and never has
pretended to try to supply each butcher,
let alone each housewife, with the type
of cut or quality of meat preferred.
All it attempts to do is to divide the
supplies of meat available as fairly
as possible over the whole country,
to equalise supplies within limits over
the year, to keep prices steady and
within reach of all sections of the community.
What, then, are the main problems ?
First, what are our requirements ?
A 1/- ration takes the equivalent of
75,000 cattle or 750,000 sheep a week.
A 1/6 ration, 110,000 cattle or 1,100,000
sheep. In addition, the equivalent of
about 16,000 cattle weekly is required
for normal allowances to manufacturers,
the Services, shipping butchers, etc.
What do we get from home production ? The average throughout
the year is 36,000 cattle and 126,000
sheep, but, of course, they don't arise
in this orderly fashion, and this brings
us to our first and perhaps most important problem. The Ministry publishes
a price list in April setting out prices
for every type of fatstock for each week
in the year, and farmers are no longer
influenced in deciding when to market
their livestock by day to day price
fluctuations—the old law of supply and
demand—but know months in advance
just what their stock will fetch in any
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week and plan their production accordingly.
The actual weekly marketings in 1950
varied from 87,000 to 17,500 cattle and
from 300,000 to 43,000 sheep.
Unfortunately for the Collecting
Centres the store-cattle season coincides with the period when the largest
numbers of fat-stock are being graded.
The railways and cattle-hauliers also
came in for. their share of the problems.
Few railway trucks for livestock have
been built since the war and the autumn
finds them pitifully short, and we have
to call on road vehicles when they are
already overworked.
Taking 100 units as the monthly rate
of slaughtering, slaughterings were as
low as 60 units in June and reached 200
in October. Before the war the swing
was much narrower, from 85 at the
lowest months to 111 at the highest.
Our total unit kill in 1950 was about
3J million (a slaughtering unit is one
cattle beast or 5 sheep or 3 pigs or calves
or 1 sow). That is an average of some
72,500 units a week. If we assume that
each slaughterman could kill 40 units
per week, we should require just over
1,800 slaughtermen. We have not only
to provide for the average but for the
140,000 units we require to be
slaughtered in October, which on the
same basis would require over 3,000
slaughtermen.
During
this
time
slaughtermen work a great deal of overtime and the actual number employed

Our aspect
varies throughout the year from 2,500
to 2,700, although in June, still based
on 40 units per man, we could manage
with about 1,000.
It is necessary to key in every branch
of the scheme to see that the live animals
reach the right place for slaughter at
the right time and in the appropriate
quantities and, as far as we are able,
qualities for distribution as meat to
the retailers. This entails a large-scale

of distribution
movement of livestock not only within
the areas but from the surplus-producing areas to the deficiency areas.
London is, of course, the greatest
deficiency area, producing no livestock and able at best to slaughter no
more than sufficient to supply 3d.
worth of meat per head. Each season,
therefore, we are obliged to use the
additional slaughtering potential in
Scotland and the provinces to kill
3

livestock surplus to local requirements,
which are then sent in carcase form to
London. These carcase movements into
London themselves create further problems.
Among these are the shortage of suitable ventilated railway trucks for
transporting meat over long journeys,
many of which have to be made in
August and September when the
weather is far from favourable for the
carriage of meat, the difficulty of dealing
at London's railway goods yards and
ultimately at Smithfield with a simultaneous influx of fresh meat from every
part of the country and the not unnatural reluctance on the part of London retailers to accept large quantities of meat at the week-end.
The need for making livestock available to slaughterhouses at the right
time is most important and is closely
connected with the problem of finding
lairage accommodation. For example,
we may have a slaughterhouse which is
quite capable of maintaining a kill
of 100 cattle daily for live days
a week, making a total of 500.
Its
lairage capacity may not exceed 100
cattle; therefore, instead of being able to
send them in advance 500 cattle or
two lots of 250 cattle each to provide
its week's kill, we must send five
separate lots of 100 on each of the
appropriate days so that their arrival
will coincide with the departure for
slaughter of the previous day's consignment.
We start each Friday at the Ministry,
as soon as the farmers' forcasted entries
of livestock are compiled, to plan the
overall allocation of the various types
of stock down to the 8 areas into which
the country is subdivided. We then
have to decide what inter-area movements of stock will be required, to
assess the probable arrivals of imported
Irish livestock at the various ports
and to decide where they will be sent on
arrival. All these movements are
planned ten days ahead and have to
take into account the slaughtering
4

capacity of each area, the geographical
location of the livestock, the availability
of suitable transport and the lairage
facilities at their proposed destination.
In addition, we have to ensure that
so far as is practicable our arrangements
will not conflict with the principle of
fair shares, so that each area receives
an equitable proportion of the different
classes of livestock. This might be
termed allocation on a national scale,
and the next step is for the areas themselves to carry on the process, although
to a far more detailed degree, of course,
until a daily slaughtering programme has
been completed for every slaughterhouse in the country and the fate of
every beast has been planned from the
Collecting Centre to slaughterhouse.
This may sound as though we are
in complete command of the situation.
Unfortunately, our plans, however carefully laid, are subject to the vagaries
of the weather, which can reduce the
marketings of livestock as compared
with the forecasts, and delay or prevent
the arrival of ships from Northern
and Southern Ireland.
Marketings of livestock during the
autumn have now reached the level
where they can only be handled by
using every available facility to its
maximum capacity.
It has been pointed out that apart
from one or two odd weeks, the ration
during the peak production season last
year did not exceed l/6d. and therefore
the tonnage of meat issued could have
been no higher than it was, for instance,
in June, when a similar ration level
obtained. This is quite true, but there
is a vast difference between issuing
28,000 tons of meat almost entirely in
home-killed form and issuing the same
amount when the home-killed proportion is no more than one-third to
one-half of the total.
In September and October of last
year every slaughterhouse was working
on a five-day killing programme. If
that programme starts on a Sunday.

it is clear that the final delivery of the
week to retailers will have to be made
on Friday. Moreover, it is more than
likely in such circumstances that the
Friday delivery will represent a forward
issue. Retailers generally do not look
favourably upon these Friday issues,
especially when the ration is at its
highest level and they are unlikely to
require the meat until perhaps the
following Tuesday or Wednesday ; but
we have been fortunate in securing an
almost universal acceptance of such
deliveries for which the retailers arc
entitled to full credit.
We try, whenever possible, to preserve the principle of fair shares. Every
endeavour is made to ensure, for instance, that each area receives a roughly
similar proportion of Beef to Mutton
and Lamb. To do this separately in
respect of home-killed and imported
meat is impossible on many occasions,
but we have used our issues of imported
meat as adjusting factors with the aim
of producing a standard over-all ratio
of Beef to Mutton and Lamb throughout the country. I do not for one
moment claim that we produce absolute
equality, nor is it possible under
certain circumstances.
f would like to get away to some
extent from mathematical equality and
to take local preferences and antipathies into more account. It would,
of course, land us in a few difficulties,
but when supplies get more plentiful
we hope to have another shot at it
despite the critics.
So far I have dealt in the main with
Cattle and Sheep, although not the least
of our problems arise in the distribution
of Calves and Pigs. Calves have to be
slaughtered as soon after purchase as
possible, and we have not even the
advantage of prior notification in their
case. Last October we slaughtered
50,000 Calves a week.
We do not get enough Pigs consistently to be a problem, but early in
1950, after having practically no Pigs
to slaughter for years, we were suddenly

called upon to slaughter and distribute
over 20,000 Pigs of Bacon weight petweek for a period.
We certainly have a problem in trying to make our very small supply of
home-produced manufacturing Pork,
largely from Sows and Boars, go
round. In recent weeks 60 per cent,
of our manufacturing Pork has arisen
in the South-Wcst and South-East-••only 20 per cent, of the manufacturing
permit is in these areas—so we have had
difficulty in seeing that the other areas
got at least a small quantity of meat
for their Sausages.
I would like to see our problems of
disposing of Pork increase—dealing
with surpluses is an inspiring job, but
it is soul destroying trying to make the
little bits go round.
Let us turn for a few moments to
imported meat. At some periods, not
now, we have a problem to store the
surplus supplies, whilst at other times
we could do with a lot more than we can
get. Theoretically, as the largest season
of
production
in the
southern
hemisphere coincides with our lowest
marketing, supplies should be complementary and should even themselves
out fairly well over the year. In practice it does not work out in this way.
Another problem arises out of the
necessity to have fixed wholesale and
retail prices which apply from Berwick
to Lands End and can therefore take
no account of the varying values put
on the different cuts of meat or types
of offal in different parts of the country.
It was apparent last autumn when the
ration approached sufficiency, that in
some parts of the country certain types
of offal, by no means the same type
everywhere, were difficult to sell.
I feel that under the same conditions
this year we shall have to be much
more flexible with our prices than in
the past. With so many varying qualities lumped together under one price,
it is not unnatural for everyone to want
the top of the particular price grade
and for no one to want the other end.
-Reproduced

from Ministry of I'ood Bulletin
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Coming East
Young Man?
THIS historic, interesting part of
London derives no small measure of
importance from the three or four
miles of frontage to the River Thames.
Along a good deal of its length, it is
bordered by busy wharves and warehouses, including such important places
as St. Katharine's Docks, London
Docks, Eastern Dock, and Shadwell
Basin and of course the Regent's Canal
Dock at Limehouse.
To take you on a tour through London's East End, I should probably
meet you at Tower Hill Station, take a
short walk across Great Tower Hill,
the scene of lunch-time orators, passing
Trinity Gardens, to the most notable
building in this part of London, the
Tower. Much of England's history
has been associated with this grey pile
overlooking the Thames, which has
served as fortress, palace and prison
in its time. Dating from 1078 it was
partly built by Gundolf, then Bishop
of Rochester, who had the White Tower
Keep erected for William the Conqueror, who no doubt would have been

A further tour
through s o m e of
London's East find

much impressed by the awe-inspiring
effect this would have on the citizens
of London. The buildings were added
to in succeeding reigns and down to the
time of Charles II, all the English
sovereigns had their City abode here
and spent the night before their coronations here.
The vaults below the White Tower,
opened to the public in 1916, includes
the Little Ease, where Guy Fawkes is
said to have been confined and the
vaults which saw so many tortures and
sufferings, where prisoners were subjected to the rack.
During the Great War, more history
was made in the Tower, a number of
spies, including the German Naval
Lieut. Carl Hans Lody, being shot
here.
I think we should be impressed by the
comparatively recent innovations here,
firstly the opening of Tower Gardens
as a Public Park and secondly, the construction beneath the Tower Walls of a
children's bathing beach and tidal
playground. If it is a fine day we shall
see many City workers take the opporNearly 20 per cent, of the workers of the area tunity of eating an alfresco midday meal
in these Tower Gardens.
are employed in or around the docks
We must pause for a moment, at
Trinity Gardens before we leave the
Tower, within which enclosure the
first permanent scaffold on Tower
Hill was erected. This was in the reign
of Edward III and the first execution
recorded is that of Sir Simon de Burley,
tutor to Richard II in 1388. Many sad
sights must have been witnessed in
these gardens, as among those who
met their deaths here were Cromwell,
the Earl of Essex, Sir Thomas Moore
and, last of all, Simon Lord Lovat.
We will probably stop at No. 40
Trinity Square, as William Penn, the
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From this shop pedlars leave for all parts of the country to sell their silks, much of which is
made in Macclesfield, but being sold by turbanned salesmen gives the housewife the impressi
of having bought silks from the Orient
founder of Pennsylvania was born in a
house on this site in 1644.
Let us turn left from Tower Bridge
and come upon the Royal Mint, where
the coinage of Britain is manufactured.
Until the early years of the 19th Century, the Mint stood within the Tower
precincts, but was transferred to its
present position in 1811. The site
was formerly occupied by the Cistercian
Abbey of St. Mary the Poor, adjoining
which stood the Nunnery of St. Clare,
whose members, called by the name of
Minoresses, gave their name to the
" Minories " near by.
We cannot linger for long at the
Minories, so we will walk on to
Wapping, " the nautical hamlet of Stepney." This dates from 1571 and the
idea underlying its construction was

the deliverance of the manor from the
encroachments of the river, which had
turned this bank of the Thames into a
great swamp. Strype speaks of it as
" chiefly inhabited by sea-faring men,
and trademen dealing in commodities
for the supply of shipping and shipment." The sea and its interests still
predominate in Wapping and here you
will pass at any time peoples of all
nationalities, many of whom are coloured and who usually live in harmony
together with their white neighbours.
In Wapping, there was founded the
place which was considered suitable
for the execution of pirates and " Execution Dock" was widely known in
this connection. Pirates are recorded
as having been hanged at East Wapping
as far back as the reign of Henry VI
7

The junk shops carry everything from broken bicycle lamps to pieces of genuine Sevr
and as late as 1816. Townsend, the
famous Bow Street Runner, when
examined before a House of Commons
Committee said " There are a couple
of men now hanging near the Thames
where all the sailors must come up,"
—no doubt, thinking this would have
a chastening effect on river-criminals.
Of course, one cannot leave Wapping
without telling of its association with
the infamous Judge Jeffreys who was
discovered here after his fall, in hiding
in the guise of a seaman in Anchor-andHope Alley in an ale-house. When
found Jeffreys would have been torn
to pieces by the mob had not authority
arrived to rescue him. One can almost
picture the scene in Wapping High
8

Street as this man with the evil face was
dragged along, followed by a howling
mob, to be conveyed to the Lord Mayor.
There are many ancient taverns in
this part of the world, and it is a pity
that I cannot take you into the " Turk's
Head " which was closed in 1936, after
being established here for 400 years or
more. A curious feature of the original
licence of this Tavern was that the landlord was called upon to supply a quart
of ale to every pirate passing on his
way to execution. Near another tavern,
" The Town of Ramsgate ", there is a
board above a narrow passage-way
reminding us that " Wapping Old
Stairs " still exist. It would take us a
very long time to explore the whole of

historic Wapping, but before we leave
let us stop for some refreshment at the
" Prospect of Whitby." Here we will
find congregated many local inhabitants
women in aprons, and yes, some in
caps, rubbing shoulders with foreigners
sight-seeing in London, society ladies
in evening gowns " doing the slums,"
journalists, " gay young things " out
for the evening, artists, and seamen
and it looks as though the whole world
and his wife has at some time or another
foregathered here and left one of those
souvenirs hanging from walls, ceiling,
shelves, and even the lights. Here you
will find German helmets, American
dollar bills, ivory tusks, tankards,
tapestries and almost anything you can
imagine, brought from all corners of
the earth by folk who have been
beneath its roof. Inside the Bar, the
name WAPPING WALL, is high up on
one wall, and I speculate as to whether
originally it came from the highway
near by but has been taken down to
add to the Tavern's quaintness. We
find a good meal can be obtained here
and we hadn't seen the East End at all,
until we came here !
The Board of Trade Shipping Offices
and the Sailors' Home and Red Ensign
Club are also to be found in Wapping.
The latter was one of the first places
in the United Kingdom set up to make
life easier for seamen ashore. The
Sailors Home was erected in 1830.
Many of the men who now stay at the
Sailors Home would have been without
a place of rest, and in the past of long
ago many would have been destitute,
after being away at sea for many
months, had there not been decent
accommodation available here, while
awaiting their next job, for in the days
before the erection of the Sailors'
Home, there was not continuous employment for the Mercantile Marine
as there is now. It is sad to relate that
many generous and ingenuous seamen
with their " pay off " after long voyages
fell easy prey to the harpies who awaited
them. Before leaving here, we would no
doubt be told that two of the signatories

The Sailors' Home, in which is the Red Ensign
Club, claims to be the first of its sort in
the world

Two African women pass playbills printed in
English and Yiddish

to the Trust Deed in 1829 were John
Chippendale of furniture fame, and
William Wilberforce, who brought
about the emancipation of slaves.
We have already paid a brief visit to
Middlesex Street, better known as
" Petticoat Lane" and which was
formerly called " Hog Lane." Sunday
is the day to go there, when the sale of
new and secondhand garments and
miscellaneous merchandise causes it
to be thronged with crowds of evermoving people. You will, as A. H.
Blake says in " Things to be seen in
London," only walk through it at all
by " keeping yourself wedged in place
with the moving mass." Here you will
find Indians, Lascars, West Africans,
Chinese, Americans, and white people
of all nationalities selling their wares
and Jewish salesmen bantering with
their neighbours ; but we have not had

time to roam round Limehouse Town
Hall, where Lloyd George delivered his
famous address ; or the Chinese quarter
and the chop-suey establishments in
Pennyfields ; or to Charlie Brown's
in West India Dock Road ; neither
have we been to Stepney Green, with
its lovely old mansions, now many of
them dilapidated and a heap of ruins
from bombing attacks. The changes
wrought by time seem a very far cry
from the days when Wat Tyler
assembled here with his men to meet
Richard II at Mile End. There hasn't
been time to visit the University
Settlement at Toynbee Hall, the Blackwall and Rotherhithe Tunnels, and
the Peoples' Palace, which is the East
End home for Classical music, opera
and drama.
Perhaps some day you'd like to
wander around these places too !

At the "Prospect of Whitby" visitors mix with Thames-side people in the bar, surrounde
by myriads of souvenirs collected during the last war
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No laying—I'm laid low !

Notable

Invalids

By W. M. JUSTICE
IN times when meat is more plentiful
the amount of poultry consumed
in most homes is quite small except
perhaps at Christmas and other special
occasions. Prior to the last war,
in fact, the average amount consumed
each year was only something like
4J lbs. per person. During the war
years even this small amount diminished
very considerably but since 1945 the
amount eaten has crept up fairly
steadily and in 1950 had risen to an
amount at least equal to that consumed
in 1939.
This will no doubt come as a surprise
to most of you ; it must be borne in
mind, however, how different a complexion the trade now bears to what it
did then. The outstanding difference is
probably the fact that whereas prior to
the war in this country a large propor-

tion of the birds were specially reared
and fattened, the emphasis today is
much more upon hens which are killed
off after a useful life of egg production.
As we all know, the meat supplies
available to the public during the long
months of the winter have unfortunately fallen to a particularly low
ebb this year, and at a time like this,
meat is naturally missed more than ever
by the public. It is then only natural
that the importance placed upon alternative foods has grown ; in this
connection poultry, rabbits and game
are usually the first directions in which
many of the public look to provide
their weekend repast.
As a matter of interest, we in this
country have a very long way to go
before we eat as much poultry as is
consumed in some other parts of the
11

We have a long way to ,v<>

world, in fact, in North America, for
example, they eat something like live or
six times as much of this commodity as
we do.
The production of poultry in the
United Kingdom has increased quite
substantially in the last five years and
accounts for a little over two-thirds of
our needs, the remainder being provided
by imports from a number of both
Commonwealth and foreign countries.
The fact that the level of poultry prices
has remained as high as has been
apparent recently, proves perhaps all
too clearly, how much sought after
poultry has become in relation to the
birds available.
With perishable commodities, a comparatively small variation in supplies
can make a very large difference ; it
only requires a small marginal increase
or decrease for the market to react
quite sharply. In other words, a small
additional source of supply might
quite easily bring prices down for the
housewife, whereas the taking away of
any proportion of the existing sources
of poultry would have most damaging
effects either upon retail prices or
availability to the urban dweller. You
will, of course, realise that in country
districts a very much larger proportion
of poultry consumed comes from local
sources, and those of us who can
remember the scarcity of poultry in
urban districts during the war years
will need no convincing how quickly

this commodity can disappear in builtup areas when maximum prices are
imposed and supplies are at all short.
It is against this general background
picture that we now turn to look at the
problem of fowl pest. Much has been
said and written on this subject during
recent months, yet many misconceptions
of the facts are still widely held, particularly by town dwellers. Fowl pest is
not a new problem in the world although
it is one which has attracted a great
deal more interest of recent years. In
days gone by it was known as "Newcastle Disease" and is endemic in quite
a number of the major poultry
producing countries of the world. As
with many other diseases there is
more than one variety ; in general,
that with which this country has recently
been affected is the more mild form,
sometimes known as the American
Virus type. Of the 260 outbreaks
which had occurred in the period from
the beginning of last October until the
end of January, only about ten had
been of the virulent type common on
the Continent of Ifurope, an important
point, for it would appear to militate
strongly against the assumption, to
which a somewhat influential school
of thought jumped, that the cause
of recent outbreaks could be put down
to infection introduced from the importation of poultry carcases from
European countries where the disease is
known to be endemic.

However, half the outbreaks have
been in East Anglia. a part of the
country particularly suited to poultry
rearing, and the problem to farmers is
obviously a most serious one. About
a month ago 140,000 fowls and 1,750
turkeys had been slaughtered as a
result of the disease, involving compensation to the owners to the tune of
about £187,000. In this country, the
Ministry of Agriculture intended to
continue a slaughter policy for the
eradication of the disease " whilst
there is any reasonable prospect of
success by this method,'" but have
recently announced that this policy
has now been modified and, at least
temporarily, certain imports have been
prohibited.
What then is fowl pest ? It is an
illness to which poultry are prone, the
first symptom of which may be dullness
and ruffled feathers, the birds refusing
food and, if they are laying birds,
dropping off in their egg production.
A discharge is often seen from the eyes
and nose and the birds are subject to
sneezing. A fairly constant symptom is
difficulty in breathing with an accompanying throat gurgle. Deaths of up to
one in seven of affected birds may
occur but in general recovery commences in from three or four days to a
week and apparent normal health may
be attained within three or four weeks.
The disease is highly infectious to
other poultry and consequently, notification of the disease is required by
iaw. Although humans cannot be
affected, they may be the means of
transferring the disease from one farm
to another and in consequence, strict
precautions are taken to ensure that
any visitors to farms are thoroughly
disinfected before leaving. Whilst, however, it is possible in this way to prevent
the spreading of the disease by human
beings, we cannot overlook the ever
present danger of the spreading by wild
bird life. Every practical step has now
been taken to prevent the spreading of
infection including the prohibition of

the movement of live poultry out of
infected areas.
Whilst there is no conclusive evidence,
there are some reasons for thinking that
some of the trouble could have been
caused by the feeding to poultry waste
foodstuffs from American camps. Arrangements have, however, been made
to avoid any possible risk of this sort
in the future and with the consent of
the American authorities such waste
foodstuffs are now to be sterilised
before they can be used as feeding stuffs
for animals.
The importation of live poultry from
countries in which the disease widely
exists has long been prohibited, and
for some years, certain preventative
restrictions have been made whereby
poultry carcases coming from these
countries are eviscerated. This means
that the entrails are drawn before the
produce is frozen down and packed
for export. In addition, the distribution
of these eviscerated carcases is confined
to traders in urban districts.
The recent announcements of the
prohibitions on imports from Poland,
Hungary, France and Belgium, came as
an unwelcome shock to those in the
distributive trades. Although, in the
short run, perhaps, the visible effects
of this will not readily be apparent in
the shops since, in fact, imports from
these countries have recently been
relatively small, it would be quite
another story if the continuance of the
ban is decided upon during the latter
three months of the year. Those of
you who work in our London area
branches will, for example, be well
aware of the niche filled at Christmas
time by continental turkeys, whose priceweight range alone makes the provision
of a substitute difficult to find.
There can be no doubt that at certain
times of the year this new edict—if
continued—will result in a dearth of
poultry, the effects of which are bound
to be strongly felt by the public, particularly in the larger towns.
\y

KITCHEN
COUNSEL

R o a m i n g among: the "* Gadgets "" at the
IDEAL HOME EXHIBITION
AFTER examining priceless furniture,
draperies, refrigerators, geysers and
other things for which one has always
longed, and with a sigh had to pass
by, as one's income really couldn't
stand the strain, it is a joy to enter the
department which has displayed all the
conceivable — and inconceivable —
gadgets.
There were stands and stands of these.
Men using dirty pieces of pastry to
demonstrate things like pie crimpers
and trimmers, biscuit and pastry cutters,
and fancy funnels for passing through
those odd pieces of pastry for decorating.
I could not resist purchasing a pie
crimper and trimmer, which is a small
wheel-like piece of metal attached to an
attractive coloured wooden handle,
which one simply runs round the edge
of a pie and hey presto, the pastry is
neatly trimmed with a nice evenly
spaced edge. On the back of the little
wheel there are four small prongs
which can simply be placed on pies,
etc., when it is necessary to make a
gas-escape hole ; this can also be
used for decorating pies, biscuits, etc.
The next article I purchased was a
rotating stainless steel cutter, which
one simply runs across a piece of rolled
out pastry and one has circles upon
circles of pastry ready to be used for
tarts, mince pies or biscuits. How very
much easier than using the old type of
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cutter, for which a separate operation
was required for each small circle !
Neither of these "gadgets" was
expensive—only 5/- the two !
Next to catch my eye was a sandwich
toasting affair. This is made of two
pieces of round metal fastened in the
centre and to which are attached two
long handles. Two pieces of bread,
butter side outwards are placed in the
circles, in between one can put pieces
of cold meat, or cheese, or cheese and
pickles, the circles are then clamped
together, the article is placed over a
flame for a few minutes and when
opened one has a tart-like looking
sandwich, neatly trimmed at the edges
which are sealed and look most appetising. These cost about 7/6d.
Another gadget which I thought
would be both labour-saving and economical was a pourer, which could be
used for either cartons of salt or
soap powders. How often when using
either of these (especially when in a
hurry !) a much larger amount is
tipped out than is actually required.
This "Gadget" is simply inserted into
a top corner of the unopened carton
and a small slot in the side fills when the
carton is tipped. To discharge this
amount one simply tips up the carton
a little more. These are obtainable in
attractive pastel shades and cost 1/only.

In the hope that eggs will soon become
more plentiful, these recipes should prove
a change from the more traditional
poaching, boiling and frying.

Puffy

Omelette

2 Eggs.
2 tablespoonfuls hot water.
Salt and pepper.
Butter or other fat.
The egg whites should be beaten until
stiff, the yolks being separately beaten
until thick and lemon colour, at which
stage the hot water, salt and pepper should
be beaten into them.
Cut and fold together the yolks and
stiffly beaten whites.
Grease the bottom and sides of the pan
with melted fat and turn the egg mixture
into it. Cook over a slow flame until it
is puffy and a light brown underneath.
Then place in oven until the top is dry.
Do not overcook or otherwise the omelette
will shrink and be tough ; a slight tap of
the finger on the top of the omelette is all
that is required to tell when it is done.
If the finger does not stick it is cooked
enough. Serve on a hot plate.

Ham

and

Egg

Tartlets

4 eggs.
4 ozs. finely chopped ham.
2 ozs. white breadcrumbs.
$ oz. margarine.
\ gill milk.
Mix the ham and breadcrumbs, add a
good pinch of nutmeg and season with
salt and pepper. Moisten gradually until
a smooth paste is acquired. Grease 4
patty tins and coat thickly with browned
crumbs, then line with the meat preparation, leaving sufficient room to break an
egg into each one. Sprinkle lightly with

browned crumbs, place a small nut of
margarine on top of each one and bake in
a moderate oven until the eggs are set.
These are very good served with green
peas.

A Ipine

Eggs

Melt about 2 ozs. margarine in a greased
fireproof dish. Well beat 3 or 4 eggs,
according to the number of persons to be
served, adding salt and pepper and a dash
of" Worcester Sauce. Lastly, add about
2 ozs. finely grated cheese. Pour into prepared dish and cook about 15 minutes in a
hot oven.

Egg

Lunch

Line a buttered fireproof dish with
sliced, cooked new potatoes. Drain a tin
of sweetcorn and well mix it with melted
butter or margarine. Spread this on the
potatoes and then break on the top an
egg for each person to be served. Place a
nut of butter on each egg and bake in a
moderate oven until the eggs are set.
If liked, the whole may be sprinkled with
grated cheese or decorated with sliced
tomato. The buttered corn may be
substituted by spaghetti in tomato.

Stuffed

Tomatoes

Scoop out the centres of some large
tomatoes (according to the number of persons to be served), tip a raw egg into the
empty spaces. Sprinkle with salt and
pepper add a nut of butter. Place tomatoes
in a fireproof dish and cook in a moderate
oven until the eggs are set. Serve with
plain boiled rice.
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T H E C<
Meat

Twine

Do you
realize
just how
much these
stores items
cost now?
— and this
is only a
selection
of those
we use

Butter

Wraps

»ST O F S E R V I C E
1939

OH.

1950

1951

Butter

Boards

1939

9/9

2/«

1950

23/tt

«/-

l!»5l

25/6

I!».»«>

2/3

Despatch

Boohs

1939

2 0 a Id.

1950

II a Id.

1950

9/1

1951

8 a Id.

1951

12/10

1939

2 9 a Id.

i;»:»«>

.Id. y d .

1050

lOald.

1950

3/-

1951

3/11 y d .

1939

0 7 a Id.

1951

O a Id.

Wooden

Sheuiers

yd.

1939

lid.

1950

2id.

1950

5 a Id.

1951

2id.

1951

5 a Id.
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CIVILISATION, we are told, is only
skin deep. Have you ever noticed how
a somewhat trite remark can start you
thinking ? What is the difference
between the life of centuries ago compared with modern life ? The contrasts
arc obviously enormous, but are possibly in highest relief in the values
given to various abstract qualities.
Life was cheap in a primitive world, an
attitude of mind no doubt engendered
by the comparatively commonplace
epidemics which regularly removed
large numbers of the population in
those far-off days. Even in just a few
years the average expectation of life in
Western European countries has gone
up substantially and infant mortality
has been reduced from 146 to 33 per
1000 live births in 100 years.
Accurate figures have now been
available for the population of Great
Britain for a shade over 100 years, and
during this period there has been a
steady decrease in mortality. The main
part of the improvement in this respect
during the latter half of the 19th
century was due to progress in sanitation
and hygiene, and perhaps above all, at
any rate in cities, to the provision of a
reasonably safe water supply.
Cholera, which occurred as severe
epidemics in London between 1832 and
1866 had disappeared completely well
before the beginning of the 20th century.
Typhoid fever, which occurred as a
result of water supplies becoming contaminated with sewage, has been almost
eliminated as a result of adequate
precautions being taken to safeguard
their source.
In addition to improvements in water
supplies there are other factors which
have reduced mortality during the past
century. Better food and legislation to
prevent its adulteration, improved

the Fuss

working conditions and the spread of
education have all contributed to
improved health, whilst advances in
medical and surgical treatment have,
of course, saved many lives.
If we draw our gaze for the moment
to the less advanced areas of the world
as knowledge is spread by more
generally available education, the strides
now being made are even greater.
Lengthening our span of life is not
without its problems, not the least of
which is that within the next halfcentury we in this country will be faced
with the fact that our population will
tend to become more heavily weighted
with elderly people than is now the
case, a circumstance largely brought
about by the interaction of two causes—
a declining birth-rate and a more
healthy nation.
Hygiene, the principles of health, is
perhaps largely a frame of mind, an
approach to life in general, a lens
through which we direct our thoughts
on problems met in the daily round.
Far from being a dull subject, it is
of importance to every one of us, and
beyond all argument public interest and
opinion are both currently aroused.
You have no doubt heard people ask
why all this fuss is made, " You've
got to eat a peck of dirt before you
die," and then will regale you with
stories of having seen peasants in less
prosperous parts of the world eating
foods under the most filthy conditions.
"Why, then," they say, " d o we need
to worry, they don't seem to come to
any harm ? " This, of course, is most
dangerous nonsense.
You see, the human body as it exists
today is not exactly the same type of
body as was evident two or three
hundred years ago. We are in a con-

about?
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Bacterial cultures from " clean "
" dirty " hands
" contaminated "
tinuous state of evolution, and whilst
man affects his surroundings in a
variety of ways, his surroundings in
turn affect him. Cleaner conditions
generally have reduced the ability of
civilised man to deal with food in a
contaminated condition such as would
have been general a few centuries back.
In the same way, people living in the
less progressive parts of the world
today to some extent acquire bodily
immunities and can thus consume food
which, if eaten by you or I, would cause
severe troubles.
Contamination of food can be
brought about by a number of different
agents, such as dirt, poisonous metals,
noxious substances such as insecticides,
or by microbes. Where dirt can be seen
there is a very natural reaction to do
all we can to remove the contamination.
When the trouble is invisible to the
20

naked eye it is then that we must be
very much more on our guard. Today
there is a general awareness of the
dangers attached to noxious substances,
and it is well appreciated that inedible
substances must never be brought into
contact with food unless we are certain
it is safe to do so.
About microbes, the layman and
woman are often less well informed.
Very, very large numbers of these little
fellows can be present without our
being able to see them. Something like
ten million can, in fact, rest on a pin's
head. They are very small, they are
very simple, they live, they take in
food, they reproduce. By virtue of
their simplicity they can multiply very
rapidly indeed, and under suitable
conditions one fully grown microbe
may become two in as little as twenty
minutes. More commonly it would take

Bacteria from Filtered air

Ordinary air

From a visibly clean knife blade

From human hair

half an hour. If you are good at
figures you will no doubt be able to
calculate that in the space of twelve
hours this original one would have
become 8 million, and in a further half
an hour would have become 16 million.
Some are harmful, but by no means
all ; like human beings they can be
either good or bad by nature. Many of
them are in fact used in various commercial processes—in the glass of beer
you drink, in the cheese you eat, and
so on. Those which are harmful have
very particular sources, some from the
human and some borne by flies,
rodents, etc. On the other hand,
nearly all microbes will spoil food if
they are allowed to become present in
large enough numbers. They are good
servants, but bad masters !
Whilst we can never expect to remove
microbes entirely, we can take steps to

ensure that their numbers do not
become large enough to cause harm.
In general, what is food for humans, is
food for microbes, and we must, therefore, be careful to avoid, as far as is
practicable, transferring microbes on to
food surfaces. We can work towards
this by keeping everything with which
foods come into contact scrupulously
clean.
Today there is a very definite dignity
attached to people whose jobs demand
a high standard of hygiene. The era
of full employment has brought with it
a new approach to these matters, for
no longer can we be wasteful in human
effort to keep clean our homes, our
shops, our cities. This new approach is
manifest in many ways. In design, for
example, the trend is clear in a number
of fields. Ledges to collect dust are no
longer favoured, corners are rounded
21

to enable cleaning to be more rapidly
carried out. Fancy work in the form
of cornices, stucco work and the like
are fast becoming antiques. Protective
clothing is now looked upon from a new
viewpoint : no longer is it merely a
means to keep one's ordinary clothes
clean, but now equally important is the
thought of keeping the food clean by
keeping away from it our ordinary
clothes which, with the best will in the
world, become dusty and soiled and
which are not so readily cleansed as
drill or plastic.
Perhaps the most common connecting
link between the doctor, the nurse and
the food handler is the scrubbing brush,
a different sized scrubbing brush maybe,
but a scrubbing brush, nevertheless.
Before proceeding to an operation, the
surgeon scrubs up ; before handling
food the merchant does likewise.
" Clean hands—clean food."

In equipment too, far reaching
changes are to be seen, the knell of
soft wood has already been tolled,
impermeable substances being now used
in its stead. The cost naturally is a
most substantial one, for hygiene, like
most other worth-while things in life,
is not obtained cheaply. Gradually
but surely foods are being kept more
covered, away from dust and flies,
whilst on the latter an offensive war is
now being waged annually.
The extent to which visibly clean
articles may harbour bacteria is often
not appreciated ; the illustrations may
well prove an eye-opener in this respect.
The other day, however, I sat in a
restaurant and was served with a cup
of tea in a cracked cup by a waitress
who continually fingered her locks with
her scarlet-nailed fingers.
Civilisation is perhaps only skin
deep ? Isn't that where we came in ?

A step in the right direction—the counter cover.
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Plain or milk, madam ?
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«/. Safetyi

ACCIDENTS and injuries on the road
are to-day causing the authorities great
concern, and as yet there does not
appear to be any solution beyond every
road user, be he motor driver, cyclist or
pedestrian, exercising extreme care on
the public highway.
Our readers will doubtless be interested in the proud record of the Head
Office Drivers who received no less
than 69 awards for safe driving during
1950. This is a very fine record, when
one considers that our Drivers cover
1 \ million miles a year and that no
member of the public sustained injury
during the whole year.
All our Drivers are entered each
year by the Firm in the " Safe Driving
Competition " organised by the Royal
Society for the Prevention of Accidents.
A Driver must be driving for 44 weeks
of the year and the Firm must sign a

Ltd.

certificate that he has in no way been
responsible for an accident whilst in
charge of a motor vehicle.
For each of the first four years, the
successful Driver receives a Diploma
followed by the award of a Silver
Medal at the end of the fifth year. For
the next four years he receives a bar to
the medal each year whilst at the completion of two periods of five consecutive
years of safe driving he is awarded a
Gold Medal. For the next four years
he is awarded Oak Leaf Bars each year
and on the completion of the fifteenth
year is awarded a 15-year-brooch.
Thereafter he receives a special Bar for
each year.
In addition to the awards given by
the R.S.P.A. the Firm gives a bonus of
£2 10s. per year for each award whilst
recipients of a Silver or Gold Medal or
a 15 years Brooch receive £5.
25

SAFE DRIVING

COMPETITION

The list of awards for the 1950 Competition is as follows :

Special

Itar

G I L L E T T , W. (2nd yearl

Oak Leaf liar*
Year
BAGGALY, W .
HALL, G.

R.

T H O M P S O N , C.

G.

2nd

HAYWARD,

H.

1st

2nd

WESTHROP,

B.

2nd

M O R R I S , S. G.

1st

W.

2nd

D E A N , S.

1st

WESTON,

I st

F.

2nd

E.

SKELTON. W .
SKILLERN,

Year

Year

2nd

W.

F.
L.

F.

diold M e d a l
LUTTMAN,

H.

l i a r s to S i l v e r M e d a l *
Year
BEARMAN. H. J.
4th
H A N C E , L. H .
4th
M C Q U I L L A N , A . W 4th
B A I T U P , E. H . J.
3rd
BISHOP, H . D .
3rd
G O D F R E Y , H . S.
3rd
H O O K , W. J.
3rd
P A R K S , E.
3rd

Year
3rd
K E E N , J. A.
2nd
2nd
K E M P , H. F .
K I L B Y , G . E.
2nd
2nd
KNOWLES, W. G.
M C C A R T H Y , G . T. 2nd
2nd
T H O M S O N , J. H .
BARKER, P. S.
1st

WALLIS,

W.

Silver

CLEMENTS, J. 1
DENNETT,

H.

HOLLOWAY.
PHILLIPS,

S.

F.

S

SEABRIGHT,

J.

STEELE, J.

F.

WHITE,

W.

F.

Medals

BELCHEM,
BENHAM,

E.

V.

F.

COMBER,

A.

HACKER,

C.

J.
H.

Diploma*
Year

Year

YCUI

BARRETT. VV. F .

4th

C O O P E R , S.

F.

2nd

BUCK,

LEDWICK.

4th

MUNNS,

R.

CLARE,

4th

NAYLOR,

3rd

PLUMMER,

3rd

PRATT,

2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
1st
1st

LOUDEN,
CLARK,

R.

J.

A.
A.

F.
W.

JENKINS. G.

H.

LITTLE, A . F . H . , J n r . 3rd
SHARP,

L. A .

WISE, W.
BROWN.

H.
F.

CARTER, G.
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A.

PYE,

F.

J. S.

H.

J.

A.

J. S.

3rd

SANDERS, C.

3rd

TROWELS, A.

2nd

BAKER,

2nd

BORLEY,

H.
G.

C.
F.

W.

COOK.
DOTES,

W.

C.

1st

H. C.

1st

H.

W.

1st

B. J.

HEWETT,

1st

L. G .

PlLCHER, W .
STRONELL,
WAGHORN,

1st

F.

1st

R. J.

1st

W . J.

1st

W A L K E R , W. H. A.

1st

WITHERS,

1st

E. C.

Watering
of wine
was not
unknown .

The Scene behind

the

Seen

The Second of the Series by J. H. MALLOWS

ADULTERATION of foods has been
recorded since the development of
commerce and as was natural the staple
foods attracted early attentions. Greek
history records the appointment of an
inspector whose duty it was to detect
and prevent adulteration of wine, and
Roman history contains reference to
admixtures of wine and artificial colouring matters originating in Gaul and
derived from aloes and other drugs.
Watering of wine was not unknown if
we can believe the steward of the
marriage feast at Cana, particularly
after early drinks had dulled the
palate.
In this country from the eleventh
century onwards bakers, brewers, spicers
and vintners featured as the chief
offenders, but in times when violence
abounded adulteration became almost

a harmless pastime although somewhat
trying to the unfortunate buyers.
Bread was adulterated by mixing
alum, carbonate of lime, bone ash,
potatoes and beans in with the dough,
and on occasion the staff of life was
made heavier by the incorporation of
lumps of iron. Some bakers acting on
the belief that what the eye does not
see the heart will not grieve over made
loaves which were good on the outside
but bad within and made loaves in
such insanitary conditions that the
fact that during the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries bakehouses were
favourite receptacles for dead bodies
after murders had been committed
was not considered out of place or
unclean behind the scene.
When beer was the universal beverage
it was frequently adulterated, and an
27

early reference to a brewer of Chester
who was found guilty of making bad
beer being transported about the town
in a local refuse cart made certain that
his crime also stank to heaven. By the
sixteenth century the happy profession
of ale tasters had been established, and
it was their pleasant duty to taste and
inspect beer. The inspection was performed by spilling some beer on to a
wooden seat upon which sat the ale
tasters attired in leather breeches. If
sugar had been added to the beer, the
breeches plus ale taster adhered to the
seat but if sugar had not been added
the ale taster found little difficulty in
detaching his breeches—from the seat.
London spicers and pepperers formed
a special guild and their ordinances
contained regulations specifically forbidding adulteration of any kind. Later
the trades of druggist and grocer were
combined and continued until the early
seventeenth century, when the apothecaries separated themselves from the
grocers. Not long after this separation
the apothecaries complained that the

grocers, from whom they continued to
be supplied with many drugs, were
guilty of frauds and artifices, and in
order to lessen the grocers" temptations
the apothecaries established a dispensary wherein the more important
preparations were compounded. Censors with extensive powers of search
were appointed to see that no admixing,
adulterating or sophisticating were
carried out and regulations were made
which governed the composition of
goods and medicines.
As wine was a liquid which lent itself
easily to adulteration, excess water
was not the only fraudulent addition
and sundry oddities such as bundles
of weeds, sulphur and matches were
found in wines which were subsequently
destroyed. Vendors of unadulterated
wines were promised customers beyond
their expectations and were sought
through
the
current
" Wanted "
columns.
Progress brought a more scientific
approach to adulteration of wines, and
Addison wrote in the Taller of a new

The fate of the brewer oj Chester.

1

Subtle philosophers employed under the streets of London "

body of underground workers who
wrought their mysteries in dark holes
and caverns. " These subtle philosophers are daily employed in the transmutation of liquors, and by the power
of magical drugs and incantations
raise under the streets of London the
choicest products of the hills and
valleys of France ; they squeeze Bordeaux out of the sloe and draw Champagne from an apple."
With the growth in commerce individual articles such as tea, coffee,
chicory, beer and wine were legislated
for by individual statutes which were
enacted principally to protect the
revenue and administered by the Excise,
who were not equipped to discover
some of the grosser adulterations which
existed. The protection of the purchaser, though not lost sight of, was
still a secondary consideration.
By 1817, Cobbett, Burditt and
" Orator" Hunt were agitating for
Parliamentary reform in times when

agricultural depression was extreme and
commercial honesty was low. During
the past sixty years the food of the
people had been poor and dear, while
adulterations of all kinds were everywhere the rule. Not only the staple
foods suffered but vendors of all kinds
believed in adding little extras.
Thus, for example, sweetmeat makers
eked out their sugar with chalk and
pipe clay and coloured their goods with
pigments which often contained lead,
chromium, mercury, copper and even
arsenic. The colours of cayenne pepper
and curry powder were improved with
red oxide of lead. Vinegar was fortified
with sulphuric acid and canistered fish
was coloured with iron salts. Coffee
suffered from innumerable and unmentionable diluents, among the more
palatable of which were roots, grains,
peas and beans. Chicory, which grocers
were permitted to keep on their premises
by the Excise, was invariably mixed
with coffee as common procedure.
29
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Amending Acts followed in 1872,
One enterprising Liverpool firm took
out a patent for the compression of 1875, 1879, 1899 and 1927. In 1938
mixtures of coffee and chicory in the the Food and Drugs Act was passed
form of coffee berries, and while this and became law in October, 1939, and
might be cited as an example of hard- this Act, with its 103 sections, governs
headed and sharp Northern practice it the sale of food and drugs at the
was not a direct contravention of the present time.
existing law. Ingenious but unscrupuHaving briefly related the circumlous as it appeared few of the unnatural stances which led to the Food and Drugs
berries were put into circulation or Act, it would be relevant to outline the
roasters. So glaring did the adulteration development of the scientific processes
of coffee become that questions were which made legislation possible since it
raised in Parliament and drew the was necessary to be able to prove that
statement in 1850 from Sir Charles adulteration had occurred. In the early
Wood, Chancellor of the Exchequer, work on the subject, pioneers made use
that " neither by chemical nor by any of botanical and medical sciences and
other mode could it be ascertained with one or two arts outside this range.
any degree of certainty whether a mix- Many of the early investigators made
ture contained chicory or not."
use of simple lenses, but the combinaFortunately this sceptical statement tion of lenses which we know nowadays
produced an immediate reaction from as a microscope gave a tremendous
analysts of that time, and Dr. Hassall, impetus to all the sciences, and notably
who was the leading spirit in these to the study of food and drugs.
matters, examined and reported on
First Hooke and then Leeuwenhoek
samples of coffee and other foods on produced simple combinations of lenses
sale in London and published the and wrote papers describing and illusresults in a series of pamphlets and trating a wide variety of natural objects
articles in the Lancet.
as seen by means of their microscopes.
The interest aroused by these and Leeuwenhoek, in particular, was a rare
other articles resulted in the appoint- technician and spent almost all his
ment of a Select Committee in 1855, time peering down his microscopes,
and their report led to the first general much to his wife's disgust, and the
adulteration act, viz., The Adulteration many preparations which he described
of Food and Drink Act, which became included tea, coffee and pepper, from
all of which he isolated and described
law in 1860.
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the active principles. He also showed
that the difference between black and
white pepper was that the latter was
decorticated, that it had the outer husk
or corex removed. Leeuwenhoek should
therefore be regarded as the first
practising food analyst, and his influence
and that of the microscope which he
popularised was the mainspring of the
attack on adulteration. Indeed in a
famous case in which an attempt was
made to evade duty in cassava starch
by calling it arrowroot and importing it
under that name, Dr. Ure detected the
fraud by microscopical appearances
alone.
From the latter part of the nineteenth
century chemistry advanced rapidly and
work on natural products such as
milk, wine, butter, cheese and others
followed rapidly. Such was the progress
in scientific method that it became
possible to apply a system of scientific
processes for the detection of adulteration.
In 1820 a work was published by
Frederick Accum on the adulteration
of food, and as it was both timely and
informative it exercised much influence
in the public mind. By a fortunate
coincidence his work bore on the cover
the skull and crossbones plus the
salutary warning, " There is death in
the pot," and it was as " Death in the
pot" that his work was widely if
incorrectly known since this was the
title of a later anonymous work.

Accum's work was outstanding in that
he enumerated many frauds and illustrated them by references to convictions
where they had occurred. Although it
was not known if he was a teetotaller or
temperance reformer he was particularly hard on publicans and brewers,
whose offences he listed with chapter
and verse.
The subsequent anonymous work,
Death in the Pot, by an enemy of
" fraud and villainy," if not as scholarly
as Accum's work, was more popular
and sensational. It contained startling
references to the unwholesome supply
of water from the Thames and assertations that sudden deaths were often
attributable to adulteration of food.
Works on the detection of fraudulent
additions to food continued to be
published in France and Germany in
which specific tests for adulterants were
given. In England works by Mitchell
and Normandy were published, and the
series of papers by Dr. Hassall and his
associates already mentioned set new
standards in the analysis of food and
drugs. With the widening interest and
the appearance of the specialist food
analyst the establishment of the Society
of Public Analysts was but a matter of
time. With the inauguration of the
Society in 1875 came the definition of
adulteration and the prescription of
certain standards and limits of impurities in food.
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G. Hamilton, Representative of the
Catering Dept of 13/15 Blackfriars,
joined the firm in September, 1922.
Retired July. 1950.
W. J. Miller, of the Garage, joined
the firm in September, 1934. Retired in
September, 1950.
M. Cowstick, Manager, 55 Brighton,
joined the firm in November, 1908.
First appointed manager in September,
1923, and managed 55 Brighton since
1925. Retired September, 1950.
B. C. Bingham, Manager of 62
Tunbridge Wells, joined the Firm
December, 1910. Appointed manager
in July, 1920. Managed 94 Tunbridge
Wells, 27 Hastings, Beckenham, Strcatham Hill, 66 Brighton, 3 Brighton,
Catford Hill and 9/11 Croydon, as well
as 62 Tunbridge Wells since October,
1932. Retired September, 1950.
Miss M. Cheeseman, joined the firm in
November, 1920, as a clerk and was
appointed auditor in 1925. Retired in
October, 1950.
Miss A. Brown, Housekeeper, Southbourne. Joined the firm in August,
1931. Retired November, 1950.
J. Fellows, Roundsman, 13/15 Blackfriars. Joined the firm in February,
1910. Retired December, 1950.
Miss F. A. Pettett, Housekeeper,
Weybridge. Joined the firm July, 1941.
Retired February, 1951.
Mrs. E. Titmus, Maid, West Wickham. Joined the firm March, 1943.
Retired March, 1951.

Ohituiiry
We very much regret to record the
deaths of
G. H. Brown, Manager of 10!
Golders Green, who originally joined
the firm in June, 1920. He left for a
period and rejoined later and was
appointed manager. He died on 4th
March, 1951, suddenly while on holiday.
A. McPherson. who joined the firm
in April, 1914. He managed several
branches, among them Chelsea, Stockwell and latterly Streatham Hili. Died
after a long and serious illness on 20th
July, 1950.

P. J. Clifford, late Poultryman
at South Kensington. Joined the firm
August, 1913, retired October. 1946.
and died 17th July. 1950.

A. E. Tappin, Late Butchers Cutter
at Lewisham. Joined the firm in
November, 1927. Retired July, 1937.
Died 1st August. 1950.
Miss J. Thomas, Late Housekeeper
at Upton Lane. Joined the firm February, 1919. Retired September, 1949.
Died 14th September, 1950.

W. Reed, Late Salesman, Marble
Arch. Joined the firm November,
1916. Retired July, 1948. Died 3rd
November, 1950.
A. Bourden, Late Warehouseman,
55 Brighton. Joined the firm in 1904.
Retired in November, 1945. Died
25th January, 1951.
K.J.L., Hoplon St., S.h.i
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